
Elite Security Services Extends the Free Offer for Keychain Remote Control 

Equipment with Home Security Systems for another Month  

 

Well known ADT authorized Dealer of home security systems named Elite Security 

Services has extended their scheme of offering free keychain control device to their 

customers for the installation of their packages. The customers of the company can avail 

this offer throughout the month of February, too. This particular device is now being 

offered without any additional cost for the third consecutive month by the company.   

 

Elite Security Services, an eminent name in the home security systems industry, has 

extended their scheme of offering free remote keychain control equipment to customers 

for another month. The same benefit was available for the customers of the company 

during the last two months, as well. The company sources have mentioned that the ever 

increasing popularity of the device led to the extension of the offer. Elite Security 

Services is one of the most promising companies in the present security industry with a 

complete range of security service within affordable price. Their service is available in all 

regions of the United States and Canada. 

 

The keychain remote control device is a significant component of the home security 

systems from the company. This equipment has always been extremely popular among 

their customers. Talking about the extension of the offer, a senior official of Elite 

Security Services said “This fantastic equipment can control the entire security system 

from any nearby location. The device looks like a car remote system and can fit in your 

pocket easily”. He also added that many of the customers of the company feel that this is 

the most exceptional component of their packages. Apart from this equipment, the other 

popular products offered by them include burglar alarm, digital keypad, sensors, motion 

detectors, and many more.  

 

The packages from Elite Security Services are now available all over Canada and the 

United States. They have made tremendous progress in both these countries because of 

their affordable price and highly advanced features. The wireless home security systems 

from them are equipped with latest features like voice connect, and battery back up 

technologies to help them keep performing even when there in no power or phone 

connection. Janice, a customer from Idaho thanked Elite Security Services for their 

excellent service saying, “Elite Security exceeded my expectations. Their packages are 

inexpensive, effective, and easy to use. The customer service is just amazing”.  

 

About the Company: Elite Security Services is a home security service provider with a 

large pool of satisfied customers in Canada and America. They are also an affiliate of 

Protect Your Home.  
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